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Key word

Definitions or
remarks and
precisions

Abundance

Derived
terms

Associated terms and
concepts

Metaphors and
related
expressions

To abound,
abundant

plentiful; to fructify

Horn of plenty;
prosperity;
harvest

Absurdity

Lack of common absurd
sense

nonsense

Action

Realisation of the to act; activity
action; put into
practice; work;
spurring

To take action, do;
practice; to practise;
realisation;
to accomplish;
accomplishment;
execution of commands;
work; deed; to instigate; to
build; to construct; to
make

Adaptation

adjustment;
To adapt,
adaptation to
adapted
circumstances;
social adaptation;
social integration

Admonition

warning;
admonishment; advice; to reprove;
admonition
to admonish, reprimand; to rebuke;
coming from a
admonished
castigatio
moral or social
authority aiming
at rehabilitation

Adversity

Religiously

adverse

bad luck; mischance;

Neutral opposed
terms

Close key
words

Antonyms

Quantification

Inefficiency
action / words;
action / speech;
practice / theory

Experience
Good action
Misdeed
Beginning
Search

Intention

adaptation /
maladjustment

Society

Maladjustment
Exclusion

Advice;
Reproof;
Judgment;
Condemnation
Learning
Restriction
Interdiction
wheel of fortune

Misfortune

example

Key word

Definitions or
remarks and
precisions

Derived
terms

unmarked;
insurmountable
ordeal;
difficulties;
recurrent
obstacles

Associated terms and
concepts

Metaphors and
related
expressions

mishap; rotten luck

insult; abuse;
public shame

To affront

humiliation; vexation;
insolence; verbal abuse; to
humiliate; mockery;
raillery

Confrontation

individual or
global; fight;
altercation;
combat;
confrontation;
conflict;
opposition;
division;
disagreement;

To confront,

battle; to battle; to combat; To resist sb. or

Someone’s age;
youth; old age;
the stages of life

Help

Close key
words

Antonyms

Obstacle
Unhappiness
Destiny

Affront

Age

Neutral opposed
terms

insolence / propriety Dishonour
shame / opprobrium Opprobrium
Scorn

confrontational attack; duel; war; Crusade; sth.; to oppose sb.

Disobedience
Opinion
Violence
Enmity
Anger
Incompatibility
Treason

soldier; revolt; dispute; to
dispute; insurrection;
upheaval; uprising;
resistance; to defend;
weapon; army; fight;
quarrel; discord

or sth.; to take up
arms; personality
clash; armada; the
apple of discord;
disagreement; the
sword

aged

young; youth; to get
younger; old age; to get
older; old; teenager;
childhood; maturity;
adulthood; grown up

Old age

Time
Immaturity

To help,
helpful

to protect sb.; protection;
defence of the weak;
rescue; to rescue; selfhelp; comfort; support

To come to sb.’s
assistance; to aid;
lend a hand

Charity
Gift
Generosity
Goodness
Good action
Benevolence
Friendship
Hospitality
Devotion

Respect
Honour

Peace
Alliance
Conciliation
Harmony
Friendship

Malevolence
Misdeed
Enmity
Obstacle
Malice

example

Key word

Definitions or
remarks and
precisions

Derived
terms

Associated terms and
concepts

Metaphors and
related
expressions

Diet

everything about
eating and
drinking

dietary

food; to feed; to eat; to
drink; gluttony; thirst;
hunger; lack of water, of
food; frugality, frugal; to
fast; satiety

diet; earthly
nourishment;
daily bread; table
is set

Alliance

Political or
allied; to ally;
personal
agreement with a
shared aim or
interest

pact; agreement; deal;
treaty; companion;
partner; association;
accomplice; complicity

covenant

Ambition

having the desire Ambitious,
aspiration to sth.; to aspire
to rise socially;
ambitiousness to sth.; desire for
power hungry
domination

Soul
Improvement

exclusively a
positive change

To improve;
improved,

progress; perfectionism; to To make things
perfect; reform
better; better

Friendship

Affinity between
people; elective
affinity

friend;
friendly,
friendliness

Soul mate; pal;
camaraderie; fraternity

Neutral opposed
terms

Close key
words

Antonyms

satisfaction

Dissatisfaction

alliance / enemy

Marriage
Family
Conciliation
Harmony
Peace
Union
Commitment
Help
Company

Incompatibility
Confrontation
Enmity
Separation
Treason

ambition / modesty

Pride
Social Status
Desire
Power

Humility
Moderation

Soul / body

Mind
Heart

Body

To mend one’s
way
Change
Good
Benefit
Worthiness
Perfection
Relief

Deterioration

Love
Attraction
Company
Harmony

Enmity

Friend / enemy

example

Alliance between
God and his
people

Key word

Definitions or
remarks and
precisions

Derived
terms

Associated terms and
concepts

Metaphors and
related
expressions

Neutral opposed
terms

Close key
words

Antonyms

example

Union
Love

To love;
beloved;
lover; loving,
lovingly,
lovingness

adoration; adulation;
excessive love; passion;
darling; seduction; to
seduce

animality;

Earthly love;
spiritual love;
the love of one’s
neighbour;
lovesickness;
courtly love; soul
pal

love / friendship /
soul mate;
earthly love /
spiritual love;
God’s love for
humanity / Man’s
love for God; the
people’s love for
their Prince / the
Prince’s love for
their people;

Friendship
Sexuality
Heart
Attraction

Enmity
Detachment

beast; bestiality; animal
beast of burden
nature; savageness; primal
nature

animal / human;
animal / slave;

Fauna
Nature
Slave
Mount

Man

man is wolf to
man

To appear / to be

Falsity
Deceit
Resemblance

Being
Reality
Truth

the world of
appearances

Animal

Related to the
animal world;
animal = nature;

Appearance

Physical
To appear;
appearance; to
appearances;
appear to be what
sb. is not, what
sth. is not

illusion; figure, silhouette; creating the
shadow; to simulate;
illusion
simulation

Learning

To learn from
one’s own
experiences; to
receive ducation;
To get trained;
Acquisition of
knowledge

study; initiation; to
Thirst for
initiate; training; listening; learning
undertaking; to undertake

Art

related to culture Artist, artistic music; dance; singing; to
sing; painting; sculpture

Ascent

social; to climb
up the social

learner; to
learn;
learning,
learned

To embrace the
arts

Social advancement; to be to abandon one’s
in a high position
status;

Experience
Knowledge
Wisdom
Education

Selfless learning;
wisdom learning

Beauty
Social status;
Hierarchy

Fall

Key word

Definitions or
remarks and
precisions

Derived
terms

Associated terms and
concepts

Metaphors and
related
expressions

Neutral opposed
terms

ladder;
Asceticism

Separation from
the world;
voluntary
exclusion

Astrology

The science of
stars;
interpretation of
signals and
constellations

Attraction

Close key
words

Antonyms

Ambition
ascetic

attractive; to
attract

hermit; hermitage;
sobriety; austerity

Renunciation
Moderation
Detachment
Control
Separation
Humility
Religion
Purity

constellations; stars;
zodiac; planet; meteor;
eclipse; comet; astrolabe;
horoscope

the Milky Way

appeal; affinity;
friendliness; to seduce;
seduction

to hit it off

treating your
neighbours

The others

The other, the
neighbour

The others; fraternity;
fellow men; altruism;
altruistic, neighbourhood

Aversion

rejection;
repulsion;
dislike;
intolerance

repulsion; dislike;
horrible; abominable;
abomination; horror

Blindness

Literal and
figurative

Greed

Uncontrollable,
violent and

one / the other

Friendship
Inclination
Tolerance

Aversion

Family
Relation
Company
Man
Reciprocity

Oneself
Egotism

attraction / aversion; Enmity
dislike / friendliness

Attraction
Inclination
Tolerance

blind; to
cecity
blind; blinded

blindness / insight

Ignorance
Stupidity
Error

Perspicacity
Truth
Reality
Mistrust

Greedy,
greediness

greed / desire

Cupidity
Envy

Moderation
Control

To amass; rapacity;
ardent desire
gluttony; voraciousness; to

example

Key word

Definitions or
remarks and
precisions

Derived
terms

excessive desire
to possess sth.

Associated terms and
concepts

Metaphors and
related
expressions

Neutral opposed
terms

take

Possession

possession;
material
possessions; to
possess sth.;
material fortune;
assets

to possess,
possesses,
possessive,
possessor,
possessions

Vileness

Moral state; lack vile
of dignity; moral
meanness, moral
dearth; moral
poverty resulting
from low birth,
material
deprivation

infamy; villainy;
depravation; debauchery;
perversion; pervert;
perverse; indignity; low
birth; villein

Beauty

physical

splendour; splendid;
grace; charm;
elegance, handsome;
harmonious; graceful

Benefit

Exclusively
To benefit;
material; interest; beneficial
profit; earnings;

advantage; interest;
material interest; selfinterest; self-indulgence;
profit; gain;
usefulness; to exploit sth.;
to benefit sb.

Stupidity

Silliness;
foolishness;
Lack of good
sense; lack of
practical
intelligence;

silly; idiot; imbecile;
inanity; to become stupid;
fool

beautiful

Stupid

to own; resources;
ownership; common;
money; owner; tenure; the
acquisition of possessions

material
possessions; the
right of
possessions; the
right to possess;

The fruits of
one’s efforts; the
fruits of
experience; to
take advantage of
sth.; to write off

division / joint
ownership

Close key
words

Antonyms

Jealousy
Desire
Egotism

Generosity
Prodigality

Wealth
Benefit
Gift
Heritage
Master

Poverty
Loss

Disgrace
Lineage
Defect/Defects
Social status
Behaviour
Decline

Dignity
Nobility
Honour
Virtue
Quality
Wealth

physical beauty /
moral beauty

Art
Grace (diff.
meaning)
Perfection

self-interested /
selfless;
gain / lack; earnings
/ loss;
usefulness /
uselessness;

Improvement
Possession

stupidity /
Ignorance
intelligence;
Madness
stupidity / reflection; Blindness
clever / idiot;
ignorant / silly;
ignorant / fool;

example

The beauty of an
object; the beauty
of nature
Loss
Damage

Common sense
Reflection
Understanding

Key word

Definitions or
remarks and
precisions

Derived
terms

Associated terms and
concepts

Metaphors and
related
expressions

absence of
judgment

Neutral opposed
terms

Close key
words

Antonyms

example

spiritual assets

stupidity / ignorance;
crazy /silly

Good

good; abstract
goodness
notion; to do
what is
considered good,
in the absolute;

good example; good
instinct

To act for the
sake of good; to
behave well;
The Jewish
world: yetser atov

good / evil; to behave Good action
well / badly; good
Benevolence
instinct / bad instinct Inclination
Charity
Perfection

Evil
Malice
Misdeed
Malevolence

Good action

General term;
For the others;
positive actions;
good actions (not
charity);

good deeds; act, to act

To do good

good actions /
charity;
good deed / evil
deed; good action /
misdeed

Misdeed
Malevolence
Malice

Propriety

politeness; good Proper
manners; polite
way of speaking;
suitable
behaviour

politeness; courtesy;
affability; friendliness;
salutation; to greet;
greeting; decorum;
befitting

propriety / insolence; Nobility
propriety / impropriety Respect
Behaviour
Dignity
Honesty

Affront
Vileness

Benevolence

attention;
consideration;
benevolentia

indulgence; sweetness; to
bless; blessing;
consideration; kindness;
concern; to look after sb./
sth.; to take care of sb./
sth.

blessing / curse; to
bless / to curse;
benevolence /
violence

Good
Good action
Compassion
Generosity
Magnanimity
Hospitality

Malevolence
Curse
Violence
Malice

Balance

To finally give an balanced
account of sth.;
results at the end
of a period of
time

Purpose
Inefficiency

Beginning

Benevolent

end; due date;
debt; accounts; to settle;
end of sth.; to end

the balance of any
account; to
assess

Charity
Benevolence
Goodness
Action
Generosity

Key word

Definitions or
remarks and
precisions

Derived
terms

Associated terms and
concepts

Metaphors and
related
expressions

Bliss

State of
permanent
happiness

blissful;
blissfulness

exaltation; rapture;
joyfulness

earthly happiness;
heavenly
happiness

Common sense ability to judge;
ability to
recognise the
qualities and
defects of other
people

sensible

practical sense; judgment; pertinent judgment,
reason; reasonable
verdict;

Goodness

moral beauty

good

generosity

Slander

specific entry: lie slanderer;
told in order to
slanderous;
harm sb.

malsín; malshinut;
malicious denunciation;
malicious gossip

Causes and
effects

sequence of
causes and
consequences

result; impact; impact;
effect; implications;
consequence; causality

small causes; big
effects;

This world

here below; earth worldly

The world; the universe;
the Earth; terrestrial

human vanity;
worldly goods;
carpe diem

to cause;
causality;

Neutral opposed
terms

goodness /
wickedness;
goodness / evilness
goodness / malice
moral beauty /
physical beauty;

Close key
words

Antonyms

Fulfilment
Satisfaction
Happiness

Misfortune

Perspicacity
Prudence
Reason
Reflection
Understanding

Stupidity
Blindness

Good action
Good

Malice
Evil

Malevolence
Deceit
Falsity
Malice
Misdeed
Denunciation
Dishonesty
Affront
Dishonour

Benevolence
Honesty
Esteem
Praise
Honour

Balance
Purpose

Inefficiency

earth / heaven;
Life
this world / the next
world; the world of
reality / the world of
appearance

The next world

example

instability of this
world; world of
appearance

Key word

Definitions or
remarks and
precisions

Certitude

Derived
terms

Associated terms and
concepts

Metaphors and
related
expressions

Neutral opposed
terms

Close key
words

Antonyms

certain; to
certify; to
ascertain

affirmation; assurance;
infallible

self-assured

certitude / doubt

Confidence
Proof
Reality

Doubt
Mistrust

lucky star;
fortune wheel

good luck / bad luck; Destiny
Lucky star / unlucky Chance
star;

Misfortune

movement /
immutability

Improvement
Deterioration;
This world;
Destiny
Chance
Impermanence
Innovation
Inconstancy

Permanence
Habit

Virtue
Good action
Generosity
Gift
Compassion
Help
The others
Love
Faith
Hospitality

Egotism
Cupidity
Malice
Injustice

Luck

good luck

lucky

Change

modification
(only neutral)

to change;
changing

mutability ; instability ;
vicissitudes ; a novelty
that arises spontaneously
innovation; modification;
alteration (neutral);
destiny; reversibility;
transformation; to
transform

fortune wheel

Charity

Specific term;
helping the poor

charitable
caritas

alms

Be charitable; to
do good

Punishment

mete out
punishment,
penitence;

to punish,
punishing,
punishable

sanction; fine

To penalise

choice;
choosy

selection; to select; to
distinguish; election; to
elect

Life choice

Choosing

Fall

social decline; to

to fall, falling to demean; decline

to fall down the

punishment /
To mend one’s
payment; punishment ways
/ retribution
Repentance
Free will

fall / ascent

example

charity begins at
home

Retribution
Redemption

Constraint

Decline (moral Ascent

the harder the fall

Key word

Definitions or
remarks and
precisions

Derived
terms

Associated terms and
concepts

be stripped of
one’s status

Metaphors and
related
expressions
social ladder;
reversals of
fortune; be at the
bottom of the
ladder

Classification

categorisations
to classify;
when contrasting classification;
classes of objects class
or people as
regards their
characteristics;
everything
concerning
classification or
hierarchy

classes of objects; social
classes; categories;
categorisation;
foundations of hierarchy;
characteristics; qualities;
particularities; signs; to
design; marks; sex; kind;
type; distinctive trait; to
nominate; to identify

Heart

centre of feelings;
centre of
emotions; centre
of thought; centre
of courage

emotions; feeling;
union of hearts
thought; courage; bravery;
fortitude; chivalry

Anger

Neutral opposed
terms

angry

ire; acrimony; wrath;
To shout at sb.; to
wrathful; rage; enraged;
get angry with sb.
furious; fury; irascible; to
annoy ; annoyed ;
annoying; to lose one’s
temper; quick temper;
quick-tempered,
indignation; to grumble; to
moan

Close key
words

Antonyms

sense)
Failure
Social status
Chance
Change
Deterioration
Death
Poverty

Improvement

example

Social status
Hierarchy
Quality
Quantification
People

heart / reason

Courage
Mind
Reflection
Love
Soul

Cowardice
Stupidity
Reason

Madness
Excess
Violence
Disorder

Control
Moderation

reasons of the
heart

Key word

Definitions or
remarks and
precisions

Derived
terms

Associated terms and
concepts

Beginning

to begin

to start sth.; the
foundation stone
beginnings; initiation;
foundation; base; to found

Communication information

to
information; to inform;
communicate, message; messenger;
communicative proclamation; to claim;
embassy; to proclaim; to
publish

Company

companionship; comrade; to keep
to accompany; company, to see sb.
companion;
frequently; partner;
associate; accomplice;
brotherhood; fellowship

Compassion

sympathise;
sympathetic

compassionate pity for the unfortunate;
commiseration; mercy;
empathy; consolation

Competence

dexterity; knowhow; physical
skill

competent

aptitude; to be good at;
inherent ability

Behaviour

way of behaving
oneself; social
behaviour;
norms of
behaviour

To behave;
behavioural

attitude;
customs

to reconcile;

dealings; intervene;

Conciliation

mores;

Metaphors and
related
expressions

Neutral opposed
terms

Close key
words

Antonyms

Learning
Origin

Balance
Purpose

to let know

Revelation
Confidence

Secret

classmate; cogood company / bad
worker; travelling company
companion;
comrade in arms

Friendship
Union
Alliance
Society

Solitude
Exclusion

Magnanimity
Benevolence
Charity
The others
Goodness

Malice
Violence
Malevolence

Quality
Efficiency
Success

Incompetence
Failure

Dexterity /
clumsiness
competence /
incompetence

habits, exemplary
Good behaviour /
behaviour;
bad behaviour
honourable
behaviour; moral
behaviour

Peace treaty;

Honour
Virtue
Tradition
Heritage
Propriety
Honesty
Dignity
Dishonesty
Pride
Transaction

Confrontation

example

the company of
wise men

Key word

Definitions or
remarks and
precisions

Derived
terms

Associated terms and
concepts

Metaphors and
related
expressions

Neutral opposed
terms

Close key
words

Antonyms

reconciling,
intercession; agreement; to mutual agreement
reconciliation agree; negotiation; to
negotiate; to deal; treaty;
accord; compromise;
diplomacy, diplomat

Peace
Harmony
Alliance
Union

Incompatibility

Desire
Sexuality
(positive or
neutral)
Greed

Concupiscence

lechery; sexual
desire; lusts of
the flesh

concupiscent

Sexual relations
(negative); fornication;
lust

Condemnation

excepting
damnation >
perdition; to
condemn sb. or
an action

condemn;
condemned

reprobation; to reprove;
disapproval; to
disapprove; to criticize

Perdition
Innocence
(different
Pardon
register); Anger
Justice
Punishment
Reproach
Opprobrium
Guilt

Confession

confession of
to confess,
sins; admission of confessional,
guilt; to reveal
confessor
something hidden
about oneself

to have a confession to
make; to go to confession

Revelation
Fault
Sincerity
Truth

Secret

Trust

to trust sb.; to
trustful,
credibility
believe in sth. or trustfulness,
sb.
trustworthy,
trustworthiness

to be trustworthy; trust / mistrust; trust /
to be selfdoubt
confident; to be
self-assured

Fidelity
Honesty
Faith
Hope
Security

Mistrust
Doubt

Confidence

to tell sb. a
secret; to reveal
something
personal (neutral)

to entrust sth. to
sb.

Revelation
Secret
Communication Silence
Confession

confident,
confidant; to
confide,
confiding

concupiscence of
the eyes;
concupiscence of
the mind

confidence /
malicious gossip

example

mental lechery;
voyeurism

trust in God; trust
in the Lord

Key word

Definitions or
remarks and
precisions

Derived
terms

Associated terms and
concepts

Metaphors and
related
expressions

Neutral opposed
terms

Close key
words

Knowledge

innate knowledge
or the result of a
revelation or
reflection (for
example),
otherwise >
knowledge

to know;
known;
knowable,
knowing

conscience; intuition

self-conscience;
conscience of
one’s own limits;
intuitive
knowledge

knowledge /
ignorance;
knowledge /
experience

Science
Ignorance
Common sense
Understanding
Wisdom
Experience

relativity or
imperfection of
knowledge;
knowledge of the
Torah, of God;
self-knowledge

Advice

lesson, moral,
teaching;
(castigatio);
political
judgement,
opinion

To advise;
adviser,
advisable,
advisability

admonition; warning; to
warn; to prevent; notice

To give a piece of importance of good
advice; to give a advice / importance
lecture to sb.; to of bad advice
be a lesson to sb.;
the mirror of
princes

Reproach
Prudence
Admonition
Learning
Education

Aristotle’s advice
to Alexander on
how to rule India

Constancy

steadfastness in
constant
character, in ideas
(quality)

perseverance; to
persevere; to persist;
persistence; endurance;
stamina; fortitude

to persist in one’s constancy /
effort
inconstancy

Patience
Obstinacy

Inconstancy
Negligence

Constraint

to force sb. to do
sth.

to constrain;
constrained

obligation; corvée;
enslavement; subjugation

to act under
duress

Violence
Tyranny
Servitude
Slave
Imprisonment
Need

Freedom
Free will

“confessions
extracted under
duress”

Conversion

religious
conversion

to convert,
converted

to turn to

Body

Outer layer of the bodily
human being

Soul
Mind

the spirit is strong
and the flesh is
weak

blood; flesh; body part in
its literal sense

Antonyms

example

Change
Faith
Revelation
Inconstancy
Materiality of the body / soul
body

Life
Health
Illness
Impermanence
Medicine
The Senses

Key word

Definitions or
remarks and
precisions

Derived
terms

Associated terms and
concepts

Metaphors and
related
expressions

Neutral opposed
terms

Close key
words

Antonyms

example

Matter
Courage

courageous

Guilt

to feel guilty; to guilty,
make sb. feel
guiltiness
guilty; to be
responsible for a
mistake, and
accident, an error
or any negative
action

Religion

religious
worship;
religious
observance;
religious
ceremony

Cupidity

desire to possess
money; to covet
material goods; to
desire

Curiosity

to be curious
(neutral or
positive); to take
an interest in
things

Danger

religious

curious,

audacity; bravery
To feel guilty

guilt / innocence;
guilty / non-guilty

Heart

Cowardice
Fear

Fault
Confession
condemnation
Justice

Innocence

rite; ritual; mass, religious religious worship
ceremony; service;
sacraments; religious
holidays; religion;
expression of religiosity;
pilgrim; pilgrimage;
devotion; piety; devout

God
Faith
Law (religious)
Ascetism

covetousness; to covet;
avarice; avaricious; usury;
usurious (negative)

Greed
Envy
Desire
Vice

Generosity
Charity
Prodigality

interest (for sth.); desire to curious minds
learn and know; to raise
curiosity; curiosity about
learning

Desire
Learning
Science
Innovation

Detachment

Obstacle
Adversity
Imprudence

Security

dangerous;
peril; perilous; menace;
dangerousness menacing; risk; to risk;
risky; incertitude;
insecurity

out of the frying
pan into the fire;
not very sure or
not sure at all

insecurity / security

cult of religious
representations;
cult of the saints;
cult of the idols;
godly service; cult
of the king; cult of
the angels

Disappointment

vain hopes;
forlorn hope;
disappointed
expectations

to disappoint,
disappointed,
disappointing

frustration; false
hope

Decline

fall (moral);
degradation

declining

fall, fallen; to
debase;
defilement; moral
alteration

Defect/Defects

faulty execution;
technicality
(physical or
material); human
errors in general,
unspecific, but
moral; faults
versus qualities;
that which is
lighter than vice
but that is not a
sin.

defective,
defectiveness

imperfection;
lack; infirmity;
alteration

Denunciation

informer

to denounce,
denouncer

accusation; to
accuse

Displeasure

feeling of disgust to displease,
or vexation caused displeasing
by something
unpleasant and
disagreeable

disagreeable;
inconvenience;
annoying;
unpleasant;
bitterness

Bemoaning

to bewail; to
lament; planctus

lamentation; To
deplore

to bemoan

a deadly blow

faults / qualities

displeasure /
pleasure

Resentment
Regret
Dissatisfaction
Displeasure

Satisfaction
Hope

Fall (in its social
sense)
Perdition
Deterioration
Dishonour
Vileness

Redemption
Honour

Vice
Fault
Transgression
Error

Quality

Slander
Revelation
Confidence
Malevolence

Secret

Disappointment
Sadness
Dissatisfaction
Torment

Pleasure

Disappointment
Regret

Happiness
Satisfaction

sterility; ugliness;
talkative; oneeyed; impure;
dirty; soiled;
dishonest;
imprudence;
impatience;
negligence

Regretting the
past, criticising
the present; O
tempora, o

mores… !
Madness

lack of reason;
loss of reason

Despair

mad, to madden,
maddened,
maddening

folly; insanity;
fool;
furious; transgress
ions, unreasonable

madness / reason

Excess
Anger

Reason
Common Sense

to despair; despair, gloom
despaired,
despairing

Despair / hope

Sadness
Melancholy
Bemoaning

Hope

dishonoured ;
dishonouring

indignity;
discredit;
disgrace;

dishonour /
honour

Vileness
Affront
Scorn
Discomfort
Decline

Honour
Respect
Esteem
Dignity

Dishonour

shame inflicted;
be covered with
shame; loss of
one’s honour;
social death

Desire

neutral or
to desire;
positive; desire of desirable;
sth.; to fancy sth. desirous; desired

appetite;
appetence; wish;
to covet;
covetousness; to
strive for

desire /
detachment

Cupidity
Greed
Attraction
Inclination
Intention
Temptation
Ambition
Hope
Concupiscence

Detachment

Disobedience

spirit of rebellion; to disobey;
refusal to submit disobedient
and obey ; to
revolt

revolt; rebel;
resistance; to
resist;
rebelliousness; to
oppose;
opposition

disobedience /
obedience

Confrontation
Violence
Choosing
Freedom
Disorder

Obedience

Disorder

alteration of world disorderly
order; upheaval

chaos; chaotic;
The world’s
trouble; to trouble; turned upside
upheaval;
down
instability

disorder / order
instability /
stability

Illness
Torment
Disobedience
Madness
Destruction

Order
Law (civil)
Government

Destiny

what is written or
decided by

fate; luck; fortune;
chance; mischance

Change
Misfortune

Chance

Desire of
knowledge; desire
to act

heaven; what is
written in advance
or predetermined

inevitability;
inevitable;
inexorability;
inexorable

Luck
Adversity

Destruction

ruin; annihilation; to destroy;
devastation
destroyed

dismantlement;
destruction of the
breakage; to
world
demolish;
demolition; to
break; to wreck; to
vandalise; to burn
down; disunity;
Apocalypse
(destruction of the
world); to
annihilate

Deterioration
Confrontation
Violence
disorder
Death
Loss

Harmony
Order
Conciliation

the ruins;
destruction of
social values;
burning of books

Detachment

disinterest;
separation;
detachment from
any personal
interest; to turn
one’s back on;

distance; moving let go
away; detachment;
abstinence;
indifference;
disinterest; to
refrain from
acting, abstention;
insensitivity

Renunciation
Separation
Carefreeness
Irresponsibility
Exclusion
Distance (diff.
meaning)
Ascetism

Concern
Will
Devotion
Commitment
Hope

detachment from
the world; moral
distance;
withdrawal from
the world

Deterioration

negative change; to deteriorate,
negative alteration deteriorating

decay;
alteration;
aggravation;
degradation; to
degrade; damage;
decline; worn out;
weary; wear and
tear

deterioration /
improvement

Change
Destruction
Death
Decline
Fall

Improvement

the decay of
matter; the decay
fruits; the decay of
the body

Duty

moral sense;
moral obligation

obligation;
conscientiously; in
all conscience

duties / rights

Law (civil)
Obedience
Commitment
Need

to detach,
detached,
detachable

duties, dutiful,
dutifulness

filial duties; do
what you must do

Devotion

to devote one’s
life to a goal, to a
cause, to a virtue,
to somebody;
virtue

God

divine providence; godly, godliness
heaven

Difference

to devote ;
devoted, devotee

personal sacrifice; self-sacrifice; to
to sacrifice;
devote oneself
abnegation
body and soul to
sth., sb.

divinity; divine;
divinities; Creator;
World; creation;
the cult of God ;
providence; the
Word

the kingdom of
Heaven; Holy
Spirit; Our Father;
the Highest; the
Lord

man’s love for
God / God’s love
for humankind;
God / man

Help
Generosity
Charity
Commitment
Renunciation
(diff. meaning)

Detachment

Religion
Love
Law (religious)
Faith

Man

to differ from,
dissimilar,
differing, different dissimilarity;
contrary; the
opposite

difference /
Incompatibility
resemblance;
Maladjustment
dissimilar / similar Inequality

Resemblance
Equality

to dignify,
dignified,
dignification

dignity / indignity; Hierarchy
dignified /
(different sense)
undignified
Honour
Respect
Nobility (diff.
sense)
Behaviour
Quality
Honesty

Vileness
Dishonour
Affront
Opprobrium
Scorn

God’s creation;
fear of God

Dignity

attitude,
exclusively
behaviour;
dignity in the
sense of rank or
post is under
‘hierarchy’

Diligence

quality; eager to
diligent; diligently
do things well;
diligent pursuit of
a goal; acting
rapidly

eagerness; haste;
zeal; promptness;
celerity;
application

diligence /
laziness

Time
Efficiency
Competence
Quality
Impatience

Laziness
Negligence

be diligent

Discourse

organised speech;
organisation of
words; art of
persuasion;
eloquence; gift of
words; way of

words; ways of
the right words;
speaking; speech; rhetoric of
wit; eloquence;
seduction
rhetoric; language;
languages;
verbosity; to

discourse /
speech;
discourse /
verbosity

Speech
Reasoning
Propriety

Silence

talking nonsense;
empty rhetoric;
sermon;
predication

speaking
(warning: polite
way of speaking is
under ‘propriety’);
to talk

Diversion

entertainment;
pastime; moving
away from
wisdom

Damage

Gift

Doubt

chatter; gossip; to
preach; sermon;
preach; question;
answer; to argue;
persuasion;
reasons; to
convince
to divert

distraction; to
distract;
entertainment;
game, laugh; joke;
flash of wit; show;
to amuse oneself

to laugh / to cry

Pleasure
Happiness
Art
Laziness
Idleness

Sadness
Displeasure
Effort

The danger of
pleasure

what causes harm; to damage,
harmful
damaged,
damaging

serious harm;
bothersome visit
nuisance; wrong;
losses; to
persecute;
persecution;
parasite; to leech
off; troublesome;
intruder;
profiteering; to
dismay; to disturb;
disturbance

losses / benefits

Deterioration
Destruction
Ill-treatment
Loss
Curse
Misfortune

Benefit
Reparation

parasite;
freeloader

to give something to give
(diff. from
talented, gifted>
competence

present; to offer;
prize; reward;
alms

to doubt, doubtful, uncertainty;
doubtfulness
scepticism;
incredulity;
disbelief; to

Counter gift;
selfgiving

Possession
Loss
Charity
Misdeed
Goodness
Theft
Help
Generosity
Good action
Benefit
Privilege/privileges
Retribution
doubt /certainty

Detachment
Renunciation
Mistrust
Jealousy

Trust
Certitude
Faith

hesitate;
hesitation;
reluctance
Failure

Economy

to fail, failed,
failing

Domestic virtues; economical
good management
(women at home)

defeat; to lose;
loser;
helplessness; to
sink; wreckage;
collapse

wreckage;
to sink

failure / success

parsimony

Impotence
Adversity
Misfortune
Loss
Obstacle
Inefficiency
Maladjustment
Incompetence

Success
Victory
Luck

Moderation
Prudence
Control
Quality

Prodigality
Excess

Writing

Speech

Education

imparting
knowledge;
acquiring
knowledge

to educate,
educator,

teaching; to
instruct;
instruction;
training; to train;
tutor;
schoolmaster;
disciple; pupil;
rabbi; professor;
scholar; to teach;
precept; lesson (or
class)

The seeds of
knowledge; the
fruits of
knowledge; to
sow the seeds of
knowledge; to
harvest the fruits
of knowledge

Efficiency

achievement of
the action; bring
to a successful
conclusion;
efficiency which
leads to success,
to achievement

efficacious;
efficient;
efficaciousness

culmination;
to carry out; to
outcome; to
complete
culminate; results;
aptitude; smooth
running;
productivity; to
achieve;
achievement; end;
term; limit

master / disciple

Learning
Science
Heritage

efficiency /
uselessness
efficiency /
inefficiency

Competence
Success
Action
Beginning
Diligence
Victory
Purpose

respect to masters

Inefficiency
Failure
Impotence
Maladjustment
Incompetence

Effort

To take the trouble efforts
to spare no effort
to do sth.

To make an effort, Waste of effort
work; labour;
laborious

Profession
Action
Diligence
Constancy
Will
Heart

Diversion
Pleasure
Idleness
Laziness

futile efforts

Equality

balance between
two parties;
equality of merit,
of condition

balance, to
equality before the equality /
balance; balanced law; the principle inequality
of equality

Justice
Hierarchy
Resemblance
Social status
Relation
Harmony

Inequality
Difference

equality between
brothers and
sisters, between
friends

Egotism

equal; equable,
equality, to
equalise; to
equate, equity,
equitable
ego; egotism;
egotist, egotistic

egotism / altruism; Self
egotism /
Ingratitude
generosity

Generosity
The others

Elements

the four elements
or fundamental
principles

water; fire; air;
earth

Nature

Distance

Physical objective distant
distance

To move away; far

Exclusion (diff.
sense)

Hell

infernal

hellish

gehenna;
damnation; the
damned; damned
souls

hell / heaven; hell Satan
/ paradise
Perdition

Paradise
Salvation

Imprisonment

deprivation of
liberty

prison; prisoner;
To imprison

captivity; captive;
retention;
detention;
dungeon; cell;
irons; chains;
galley; enclosure
(convent); wall; to
wall up

confinement /
release

Constraint
Slave

Freedom

Commitment

faithfulness to
one’s word; to

to commit to,
committed,

pact; alliance;
oath; promise; to

Alliance
Union

Treason
Irresponsibility

to give one’s
word; the word

Travel
Place(s)
Separation

take on one’s
responsibility

promise;
resolution;
intention;
decision;
responsibility

Understanding

the ability to
understand an
argument

Obstinacy

negative:
obstinate;
stubborn;
obstinately
inaccessible to
argument; not
open to arguments

Envy

in-the-absolute
sense and very
negative:
immoderate
desire, without
limits; to be
jealous of what
others have

Fulfilment

to understand,
understandable,
understanding

to envy; envious

intelligence;
intelligent; clever;
intellect;
intellectio

our time; present
time

Wandering

aimless trip; lack
of permanent
location

wander;
wandering;

Fidelity
Transaction

Competence
Mind
Reason
Common sense
Perspicacity
Reflection
Reasoning

Stupidity
Ignorance
Madness
Blindness

stubbornness;
insistence;
persistence;
determination
to persist;
stubborn; rigidity

Defect/Defects

Constancy
Inconstancy

jealousy; to covet; the eye of envy
envy / desire
covetousness
devours the world;
bad heart

Cupidity
Generosity
Concupiscence
Goodness
Desire
Greed
Jealousy (specific
sense)
Vice
Defect/Defects

to fulfil oneself ; plenitude;
fulfilled, fulfilling, achievement;
maturity;
accomplishment

Epoch

given

intelligence /
stupidity

maturity /
immaturity

Efficiency
Bliss
Satisfaction
Happiness
Pleasure

century

Time

exile, without
fatherland;
wandering;

Separation
Exclusion
Travel

Immaturity
Melancholy
Sadness

wanderer; to
wander; erratic
Error

error of judgment; to err; erroneous;
to be mistaken
erroneousness

Slave

fallible / infallible;
fallibility /
infallibility; error /
wandering;
unbeliever /
believer

Fault
Blindness
Deceit
Falsity
Defect/Defects

Truth
Faith

baseness of
slavery, slaver
slaves; the nature
of slaves; the
lowest rung of the
social ladder

slave / free man
slaves / free
subjects
slave / master
slave / free
slave / animal

Servitude
Hierarchy
Society
Animal

Freedom
Master

Hope

the expectation of to hope; hopeful,
sth.; to count on
hopefulness
sth.; to expect sth.

hope / despair

Trust
Desire
Faith

Despair
Disappointment
Detachment

Mind

not in the sense of mindful,
“quickmindfulness
wittedness” or
“flash of wit”
essence;
abstraction

thoughts; to think;
thought; theory;
breath of life;
spiritual;
spirituality

mind / body; mind
/ judgment;
practice / theory
mind / flesh

Understanding
Reasoning
Reason
Reflection
Soul
Heart

Body
The senses
Sexuality
Experience

spiritual
community; the
mind is strong and
the flesh is weak

Esteem

the respect that
to esteem
one has earned;
the respect that
one has for others

respect;
admiration

esteem / contempt

Respect
Praise
Judgment
Value (diff.
sense)
Nobility

Scorn
Dishonour
Affront
Slander
Opprobrium

self-esteem; to
arouse one’s
esteem

Eternity

in-the-absolute
sense; having no
end

infinite; unlimited

eternity / fugacity

Permanence
Time

Impermanence
Change

eternal

mistake; to make a
mistake; to fail ;
fallible; fallibility;
infallibility;
infallible; heresy;
heterodoxy;
heretic

Place(s)
Distance

Ethics

topic of the
ethical
proverb: moral or
ethics regarded as
the concept in
question

moral

Being

to be in the world; to be
to exist; the
essence of being

to exist; existence

Excess

lack of
moderation

overindulgence;
immoderate; to
exaggerate;
exuberance;
intoxication
(except for
rapture)

Exclusion

removal; to move to exclude,
sb. away from the excluded,
community; to
excluding
expel

expelled;
outlaw
excommunicate;
excommunication;
herem; to
separate;
banishment; to
banish; to
extradite; to exile;
to outlaw

Example

to show the way

exemplary;
exemplarity;
exemplum; to
exemplify

model

to set the example

Experience

to gain
experience; to
experience; to test
one’s intuition; to
accumulate life’s
lessons

experienced,
experiment,
experimental,
experimenter,
experiential,

practice;
empiricism;
empirical;
intuition; intuitive

to have the
experience; the
fruits of
experience; to
learn from one’s
errors

excessive; to
exceed

Philosophy
Wisdom
Science

to overstep the
boundaries; to go
too far

to be / to have

Mind
Man

Possession

excess /
moderation;
excess / frugality

Madness
Imprudence
Impulsiveness
Impatience

Moderation
Controm

Separation
Wandering (diff.
sense)
Solitude
Distance
Interdiction
Maladjustment
Detachment
Law (civil)
Law (religious)

Company
Adaptation
Grace
Hospitality

leading by
example

experience /
inexperience;
practice / theory;
experience /
knowledge

Action
Obstacle
Wisdom

Knowledge
Immaturity

experience comes
with age

Weakness

physical and
moral weakness

weak; to weaken,
weakened,
weakening

vulnerability;
fragility; to make
fragile; fragile;
indecision

Family

any group of
people connected
by blood or
marriage

familiar,
familiarity, to
familiarise

family relation:
the gens; kin;
parents, children, tribe; clan
father, mother,
son, daughter,
stepmother,
stepfather,
husband, wife;
couple parental;
procreation;
parenthood;
fraternity
(fraternal ties),
brother, sister;
relatives: cousins,
in-laws, parentsin-law;
descendants;
ancestry:
ancestors,
forebears, grandparents; house;
household; home;
compadre

Lineage
Relation
Marriage
Heritage
Society
Alliance
Company

Exclusion

Fauna

domestic animals;
productive
animals; wild
beasts; mythical
animals

mount; insects;
birds; fish;
animals: donkey,
horse, sheep,
camel, lion, snake

Nature
Animal
Mount

Flora

Falsity

flaw; personality
trait

Deceit
Treason
Dishonesty
Malevolence

Sincerity
Honesty
Truth
Quality

false, falsehood,
falseness, falsify

hypocrisy;
duplicity; false
friendship;
insincerity;

vulnerability /
Defect/Defects
resistance;
Cowardice
weakness / strength Poverty
Impotence

insincerity /
sincerity

Courage
Strength
Heart
Wealth
Power

women’s
falsehood

Fault

moral failing; a
moral failing
stronger than a
mistake but less
strong than a
transgression

Fertility

Woman

Malice
Slander
Defect/Defects
Craftiness

to be at fault, sin,
sinner, to sin;
breach; to fail

Error
Vice
Transgression
Guilt
Impurity
Defect/Defects

fertile, fertilisation reproduction;
procreation;
multiplication, to
multiply
appraisal of
women; judgment
about women;
feminine; the
status of women;
features attributed
to women

womanly,
womanliness,
womanhood,
womankind

Fidelity

Purpose

dissimulation,
dissemble; to
feign; to affect;
illusion;
deception;
trickery, to trick

purposeful,
purposefulness

feminine ;
femininity;
misogyny;
philogyny;
marked genre

Virtue
Innocence
Purity

fertility / infertility Quality
Woman
Family
Sexuality
women’s
falsehood;
woman’s deceit;
Eve; the temptress

Social status
Classification
Family
Sexuality
Body
Beauty
Fertility
Satan
Concupiscence
Man

loyalty, loyal;
trustworthiness;
trustworthy;
faithful,
allegiance, fealty

loyalty / disloyalty; Trust
fidelity / infidelity Commitment
Alliance
Constancy

Treason
Inconstancy

aim; intention;
term; objective;
result; fruit, end

intention / reality;
principle / result

Origin
Causes and effects

Reality
Balance
Benefit
Efficiency
Search

fidelity to the
family; fidelity
linked to kinship

Flattery

praise, unjustified to flatter; flatterer toadying, toady
accolades; selfinterested
adulation

Flora

floral

rose; thorn; vine;
tree; fruits;
flowers; herbs

Faith

faith in God; trust
in God

belief, to believe;
piety, pious;
devotion; devout;
sanctity, saint

Function

to carry out one’s
duty;
administrative
function; religious
function

to serve; service;
prefect, consul,
governor, provost,
executioner,
mayor, judge…;
priest; officiant;
prelate; cantor;
verger; cantor;
rabbi; imam

Strength

moral strength;
to strengthen;
physical strength; fortification (=
strength of
reinforcement)
character
(positive)

Impermanence

Discomfort

moral shame;
shame felt

Praise
Deceit
Falsity

Sincerity

Fauna

believer /
Trust
unbeliever; belief / Religion
disbelief
God
Law (religious)
Certitude

Doubt
Error

Justice
Servitude
Profession

strong man / weak
man; strength /
weakness

Violence
Power
Tyranny
Courage
Heart
Quality

impermanent,
impermanency

ephemerality;
ephemeral;
temporary;
changeable
fugacity

impermanence /
eternity;
impermanence /
immutability;
impermanence /
permanence

Change
Time
Death

discomforted,
discomforting,

embarrassment;
embarrassed;

discomfort / ease; Dishonour
shame / pride

Weakness
Impotence

Permanence
Eternity

Pride

discomforter,
discomfortable,
discomforture

ashamed; shame;
shame (humility,
restraint)

Generosity

positive largesse;
nobility of soul

generous,
generousness

liberal; share; to
share; solidarity

Largesse /
lavishness;
generosity /
egotism

The others
Charity
Gift
Good action
Hospitality
Magnanimity

Prodigality
Cupidity
Envy
Egotism
Greed

Government

the exercise of
power; the use of
power; methods of
government; to
bring the people
back to the rights
course

to govern,
governed,
governing,
governor

common good;
public good;
political; to direct;
to rule

good government
/ bad government

Power
Sovereign
Tyranny
Commitment
Law (civil)

Impotence
Irresponsibility
Disorder

Grace

divine grace;
favour granted by
God

mercy

grace / disgrace
grace / disfavour

God
Gratitude
Magnanimity

Exclusion

Gratitude

to thank; to be
grateful

grateful,
gratefulness

thanks; to thank;
acknowledgement,
acknowledging

gratitude /
ingratitude

Behaviour

Ingratitude

Habit

habit in its narrow
sense of doing sth.
repetitively by
following a
model; regular;
customary

habits; habitual,
habitualness,
habituality,
habitualise

regular; customary to be used to sth.;
the force of habit

Behaviour
Tradition

Innovation
Change

Harmony

agreement
between different
parties; entente

to harmonise,
harmonious

concord; entente; to
match; agreement;
to agree with;
concordance;
cohesion; to get
along with

social harmony; to
live in harmony;
to agree with; to
come to an
understanding

Peace
Conciliation
Friendship
Alliance
Union

Incompatibility
Confrontation
Enmity

Chance

the relativity of

chancy,

accident;

by surprise; games chance / fate

Change

Destiny

harmony /
discord; harmony
/ dissension;
harmony /
dissonance

things; the
versatility of fate

chanciness

accidental;
fortuitous;
unpredictable;
unpredictability;
surprise;
surprising; to
surprise;
unpredictable;
unpredictability;
fate; risky;
fortune;
misfortune

of chance;
to draw lots; the
strangeness of fate

Misfortune
Luck
Miracle
Opportunity

Tradition
Lineage
Family
Education
Habit
Possession

Heritage

material
heir; to inherit,
inheritance and
inheritance
moral heritage; to
bequeath material
or moral goods;
inheritance

transmission;
succession; the
will; legacy;
legatee;
inheritance

sharing an
inheritance;
sharing goods

Hierarchy

layers of power;
order of the world;
order of social
groups

to organise into a
hierarchy, preeminence; order;
clergy; the
Church; dignitary;
knighthood; rank;
higher classes;
lower classes;
lord; vassal;
suzerain

ecclesiastical
dignities;
members of the
nobility; title of
nobility

free man / slave;
man / woman;
prince / subject

Dignity (different
sense);
Classification;
Social status
Quantification
Nobility
Difference
Inequality
People

Man

neutral: unmarked manly, manliness, humanity; human,
gender; men and manhood,
mortal; individual;
women
mankind
person; subject;
mankind;
creatures

dust; clay; Adam;
humankind;
community;
human;
human nature

man / God;
human / animal;

Self
The others
Woman

Animal
God

Honesty

rectitude; moral
sense

the best intentions honesty /
dishonesty

Sincerity
Propriety
Respect

Dishonesty
Deceit
Falsity

hierarchic,
hierarchical, to
hierarchize,
hierarchism,
hierarchist

honest, honestness righteousness;
rectitude;
integrity;

slave, free-man,
prince, God,
priest, monk,
abbot, canon,
bishop,
archbishop,
cardinal, pope,
knight; general

a man of
principle; an
honest man; a bad
man

frankness

Honour

honour and
honours; good
reputation

Hospitality

Mood

Humility

Ignorance

character
connected to
physical
complexion;
nature, essence of
a person; essential
characteristics

Quality
Virtue
Dignity
Behaviour
Truth

honourable;
honourability; to
honour

grandeur; prestige; the sense of
honours;
honour; fama
prerogatives;
reputation;
renowned; name;
fame; merit

hospitable

host; guest; to
receive; to give
shelter;
welcoming

moods, moody,
moodiness,
moodish,
moodishness

character; genius;
nature; essence;
natural, innate
disposition;
melancholy;
anxiety; phlegm;
joviality;
wickedness; joy;
joyful

humble,
humbleness

modesty,
mediocritas
meekness,
unpretentiousness

humility / pride;
simplicity /
pretentiousness

Virtue
Moderation
Ascetism

Pride
Ambition

imbecile; fool;
imbecility;
foolishness;
unfamiliarity

ignorance /
knowledge;
ignorance /
wisdom

Imprudence
Stupidity
Incompetence
Blindness
Immaturity
Age

Science
Wisdom
Understanding
Learning
Education
Philosophy

he who knows
ignorant; to ignore
nothing; lack of
knowledge; to
ignore the wise
man’s remarks; he
who does not want

honour /
dishonour

Privilege(s);
Behaviour
Virtue
Worthiness
Dignity
Respect

Dishonour
Treason
Decline
Vileness
Scorn

sharing bread and
salt

Charity
Benevolence
Generosity
Help

Exclusion

good mood;
Bad mood; to be
in a jealous mood;
in a malicious
mood, in a joyful
mood; black,
gloomy mood

Quality
Classification
Body
Melancholy
Happiness
Health
Illness
Medicine
Anger

honourable
behaviour; to
honour God

venom;
venomous;
wicked;
wickedness;
malice; malicious;
hot-headed; jovial;
cordial;
atrabilious;
anxious;
phlegmatic;
melancholic;
lymphatic

to learn
Immaturity

figurative
(negative) and
literal sense

Impatience

immaturity /
maturity

Ignorance

Fulfilment
Experience

precipitation

impatience /
patience

Diligence
Excess
Imprudence
Behaviour
Defect/Defects
Impulsivity

Patience
Control

Impatience
Excess
Negligence
Defect/Defects
Danger
Behaviour
Irresponsibility

Prudence
Wisdom
Control

immature

childish

impatient; to lose
patience

immature; unripe

Imprudence

not taking into
consideration the
wise men’s
warnings; taking
risks

imprudent

recklessness;
reckless;
foolhardiness;
ignoring danger

imprudence /
prudence;
imprudence /
precaution

Impotence

failing of power;
physical or moral
limitations;
inability to act

impotent

impossibility;
impossible;
inability

impotence / power Failure
Incompetence
Action
Weakness

impulsive,
impulsiveness,
impulsivity

impetus;
unthinking

impure

contamination;
ritual impurity
stain; pollution;
sin; menses; taint,
tainted; dirt
marginality;
marginalised

Impulsiveness

Impurity

literal and
figurative :
pollution of the
soul; filth

Maladjustment

not to find/know maladjusted
one’s place; not to
be integrated

Power
Success
Efficiency

Impatience
Imprudence
Excess
Action
Madness
Carefreeness
Irresponsibility

Reflection
Control
Common sense

impurity / purity

Law (religious)
Transgression
Fault

Purity

maladjustment /
adjustment
maladjustment /

Incompetence
Exclusion
Failure

Adaptation
Efficiency

unripe fruits;
immature
behaviour

adaptation
maladjustment /
adaptability
Incompatibility

incompatible

irreconcilability;
irreconcilable;
opposition,
opposite;
disagreement

Incompetence

incompetent

clumsiness;
inaptitude;
incapacity
to change one’s
mind

Difference

Opinion
Confrontation
Enmity
Difference

Conciliation
Alliance
Harmony

incompetence /
competence;
inaptitude /
aptitude

Maladjustment
Impotence
Failure

Competence
Efficiency

inconstancy /
constancy

Change
Conversion

Constancy
Fidelity

inequality /
equality

Difference
Hierarchy
Incompatibility

Equality
Resemblance
Harmony

Inconstancy

feature of
character

inconstant

unpredictable;
fickle; unstable;
instability; to
change;
changeable

Inequality

unbalance
between two
parties

unequal

unbalance

Ingratitude

lack of
acknowledgment
of a benefit

ungrateful;
ungratefulness

ingratitude /
gratitude

Egotism
Behaviour
Defect/Defects
Disappointment
Negligence

Gratitude
Grace

Enmity

negative feelings
towards the
others; the
opposing party

enemy, enemious, adversary ;
enemiable
opponent;
unfriendliness;
hostility;
repulsion; to hate;
hatred; to detest;
detestation; to
dislike; dislike;
loathing; to
loathe; antipathy

enmity /
friendship
enemy / friend

Aversion
Confrontation
malevolence
Incompatibility
Ill-treatment
Treason

Friendship
Love
Detachment
Harmony
Tolerance

Injustice

unjust

unfairness;
to be judge and
iniquitous; unfair; jury
arbitrary; partial;
partiality

Justice

innocent / guilty;
innocence / guilt
innocence /
culpability

Purity (other
meaning)
Law (civil)
Justice

Guilt
Fault

Change
Curiosity

Habit

Disappointment
Displeasure
Sadness
Bemoaning
Melancholy

Satisfaction

Innocence

freedom from
moral wrong

innocent

Innovation

novelty resulting
from an action

to innovate;
innovative,
innovator

new, originality;
creation; novelty;
creativity; to
create; invention;
to invent;
transformation

dissatisfied

discontent,
discontented, to
discontent;
frustrated;
frustration;
insatiable;
insatiability

dissatisfaction /
satisfaction;

looseness

concerned / carefree Imprudence
carefreeness /
Negligence
concern
Impulsivity

Dissatisfaction

Carefreeness

carefree

to be proved
innocent

injustice / justice; Tyranny
unfairness /
Dishonesty
fairness; partiality / Law (civil)
impartiality

satisfied /
dissatisfied

Irresponsibility

Intention

desire, unattained
temptation to act
or to do

Interdiction

Irresponsibility

to avoid any

intentional

to have the
intention to do sth.

to interdict,
interdicted

prohibition;
to blacklist
censure; to
censure; to defend

irresponsible

to disengage,

to wash your

irresponsibility /

the bad judge;
The innocent
punished; the
prevaricating
judge

Concern
Diligence
Reflection
Prudence
Commitment

Desire
Inclination;
Temptation

Action
Reality

Law (religious)
Law (civil)
Exclusion

Transgression

Carefreeness

Commitment

religious
interdictions

commitment, to
refuse any
responsibility
Jealousy

disengagement

hands of sth.

responsibility

exclusively in the jealous
context of love
and friendship

Happiness
(translates the
French: ‘joie’)

happy

to be happy; joy;
light-heartedness;
jubilation;
cheerfulness;
cheerful;
enthusiasm

to judge;
judgemental

appreciation;
estimation; to
estimate;
assessment; to
assess

to make a
judgment; to pass
judgment; to
reserve judgment

judge, to judge;
tribunal; court of
justice; trial;
litigants; accused;
to defend oneself;
to pass judgment;
system, legal
order; equity,
equitable;
impartiality; to
lodge a complaint;
indictment, to
indict; to

Last Judgment;
the last one of the
just; the balance
/the curse of
justice; to take the
law into one’s
own hands; to
plead one’s case;
to indict; redresser
of wrongs; to ask
for justice

Judgment

exclusively value
judgment; to pass
judgment on
sb./sth.

Justice

any kind of decree just; the Just
or judgment, their
procedures, their
actors and their
implications;
anything
regarding the
reestablishment of
an equitable order

happiness /
sadness; joy /
bitterness; joy /
sorrow

Negligence

Government

Envy
Desire
Cupidity
Enmity
Doubt

Trust
Love
Friendship
Tolerance

exclusively in the
context of love
and friendship

Pleasure
Satisfaction
Bliss
Fulfilment
Mood

Bemoaning
Sadness
Torment

to cry tears of joy;
to die from
happiness; to be in
seventh heaven;
celestial happiness

Injustice
Disorder
Tyranny
Vengeance

divine justice;
human justice

Value
Opinion
Quality
Defect/Defects
Quantification
Common sense
(diff. sense)
Justice (diff.
sense)
Opprobrium
equity / iniquity;
impartiality /
partiality;
justice / injustice

Law (civil);
Condemnation
(different sense);
Innocence;
Guilt
Fault
Punishment
Imprisonment
Function
Evidence
To witness
Order
Victim

administer; ordeal;
to condemn; to
pronounce a
sentence; to pass
sentence; to be
proved innocent;
to clear oneself;
answerable

Theft

Cowardice

lack of courage, of coward; cowardly pusillanimous,
bravery, of heart
pusillanimity; to
fear; fearful

chicken

The next world

the world after
death

heaven; garden of heaven / earth; the Paradise
Eden; gehenna;
next world / this
Hell
the true world
world
Death
Retribution
Punishment

Freedom

the hereafter; the
next world;
afterlife

free; to free

cowardice /
courage

Fear
Weakness

Courage
Heart
This world
Life

to cross over to
the other side

religious freedom;
freedom of
movement;
freedom of
speech; freedom
of conscience

to relief, relief;
release;
redemption of
captives;
independence

freedom /
Free will
servitude;
Choosing
freedom / slavery;
free man / slave;
freedom/
subjection;
freedom /
constraint; release
/ imprisonment;
relief / subjection

Slave
Servitude
Imprisonment
Constraint

Free will /
constraint

Constraint
Destiny

Free will

freedom to choose
between good and
evil; part of
destiny man
controls

choice; opinion;
decision; moral
freedom

Place(s)

geographical
location

locality; regions;
counties;
countries; land,
location; square;

land of exile;
hostile land; a
hostile place of
bad waters; to lose

Freedom
Choosing
Will

Origin
Distance
Wandering
Travel

place of worship;
place of residence;
holy sites; den of
evil

house; home;
market town;
town; village;
street; country;
temple; church,
cloister, convent,
chapel; space;
hall;
environs; to be
close to; to be far
away from; to
distance;
desert; the
cardinal points

one’s orientation;
to lose one’s sense
of direction;
places of ill repute

Lineage

Line of descent,
generation;
ancestors;
descendants;
relatives; clan;
genealogy;
extraction

family tree

Family
Marriage
Heritage
Tradition
Origin
social status
Nobility

Law (religious)

religious
observance;
commandments;
canons;
prescriptions;
rules;
interdictions;
respect for the
religious law;
prayer, to pray, to
say one’s prayers;
to fast, to begin/to
break a fast; Lent;
pilgrimage; holy
books: Bible,
Old/New

the ten
commandments;
the tablets of the
law; oral law;
written law; the
law of Moses; the
book of Leviticus;
the book of
Deuteronomy

Religion
God
Paradise
Hell
Confession
Faith
Interdiction
Exclusion

to be of high
lineage; pure
lineage; bad
genealogy; good /
low extraction

Law (civil)
Transgression

Testament;
Pentateuch, Torah,
Koran, Gospels;
missals
Law (civil)

laws, lawfulness;
lawful;

legal, to legalise,
legalist to
legislate;
prescription;
ordinance;
interdiction

outlaw; the right;
one’s right

Praise

to praise,
praiseful,
praiseworthy,
praiseworthiness

full of praise;
to sing the praises
exaltation;
of sb.
glorification;
compliment; to
compliment ;
laudation ; eulogy

law (civil) / law
(religious)

Justice
Duty
Punishment
Interdiction
Exclusion
Innocence
Guilt
Fault

Law (religious)
Injustice

Esteem
Respect
Benevolence
Honor

Flattery
Affront
Malevolence
Opprobrium
Slander
Reproach

to deliver a
panegyric ;
encomium ; paean

Magnanimity

inclination to
magnanimous
gentleness, to
clemency, pity for
the sinner;
greatness of the
soul

clemency;
indulgence;
forbearance;
grace, to reprieve;
indulgent,
indulgence;
mercy, merciful

indulgence /
brutality; grace /
disgrace

Benevolence
Grace
Compassion
Pardon
Generosity
Tolerance

Severity
Vengeance

to let the
vanquished live

Master

the master or the
mistress of an
animal or a
property or a slave

dominus; matrona; host ; hostess
manager,
manageress; boss;
owner; proprietor

master / slave;
master / servant;
lord / manservant

Profession
Possession
Submission
Hierarchy

Slave

“the master’s eye
maketh the horse
fat”

Control

to control oneself; to control
to control one’s
emotions; to
control one’s
senses

to control oneself; to be in control of
mastery;
oneself; selfmoderation;
control
equanimity

Moderation
Behaviour
Will
Quality
Virtue
Strength
Patience

Excess
Impulsivity
Anger
Violence
Weakness
Madness

Order
Reason
Evil

absolute evil

evilness

bad actions;
wrongdoing;
harmful; pervert;
perversion;
perversity; bad
instinct; evil
inclination;
darkness of the
soul; everything
that is wrong

the Jewish world : evil deed / good
yetser ha-ra’a
deed;
do wrong / do
good;
evil / good;
bad instinct / good
instinct

Action
Malice
Malevolence
ill-treatment
Misdeed
Inclination
Satan
Vice
Torment (diff.
sense)

Good
Good action
Benevolence
Generosity

Illness

physical or moral

ill

sufferer;
disorders;
pathology;
symptoms;
dysfunction

lovesickness

illness / health;
illness / recovery

Body
Medicine
Torment
Disorder
Mood

Health

misfortunate

mischance,
mishap; reversal
of fortune;
unpropitious fate

unlucky star
wheel of fortune

bad luck / luck

Destiny
Chance
Adversity
Obstacle
Failure

Luck

to curse

imprecation;
swear-word

to put a curse on
sb.

to curse / to bless; Malevolence
curse / blessing
Malice
Misdeed
Slander
Exclusion
Confrontation
Damage

Benevolence

disgrace

to fall into
misfortune

unhappiness /
happiness

Happiness
Bliss

Misfortune

Curse

to wish harm to
sb.; to pronounce
fatal words,
maledictions; to
anathematize

Unhappiness

difficult,
unhappy
oppressive
situation; resulting
from unhappiness

Misfortune
Adversity
Obstacle
Destiny
Destruction
Damage
Poverty

obesity; fever;
love problems

vae victis
woe betide the
vanquished!

Dishonesty

lack of morality;
vice of the
deceiver, of the
swindler, of the
cheater, of the
thief …. lack of
probity

dishonest

corruption;
misappropriation
of public funds;
breach of trust

Ill-treatment

physical or moral
abuse;
harassment;
persecution

to ill-treat, illtreated

brutality; cruelty,
cruel; viciousness;
torture, to torture;
to torment,
torturer; to
persecute; to
harass

Malevolence

desire to harm and malevolent
hurt; to wish evil
to others; to judge
others
unfavourably; to
cause harm to
others

malicious gossip;
insinuation;
defamation

Marriage

couple: husband
to get married, to
and wife; the
marry
institution and the
sacrament of
marriage and what
is connected to it

spouse, husband,
wife; alliance;
polygamy;
monogamy;
matrimonial;
godmother,
godfather; dowry,
dower, trousseau;
wedding ceremony;
marriage certificate;
bride, groom,
matchmaker

a corrupt judge

dishonesty /
honesty

scandalmonger; to malicious intent /
have a wicked
kindness;
tongue
malicious gossip /
confidence

alliance /
misalliance;
marriage /
separation or
divorce

Deceit
Theft
Falsity
Injustice
Behaviour
Vice

Honesty
Justice
Honour

Malice
Violence
Tyranny
Misdeed
Torment
Victim
Enmity
Malevolence

Benevolence
Compassion

Slander
Malice
Curse
Misdeed
Enmity

Benevolence
Good action
Help

Family
Separation
Lineage
Social status
Alliance (different
sense)
Union
Harmony

corruption of
judges;
prevaricating
judge

Matter

any kind of
material and
mineral; material
vs spiritual

Malice

moral ugliness

Medicine

Misdeed

Mistrust

material, mineral,
metal; wood; glass

material / spiritual Body

Mind

malicious,
maliciousness

bad; the villain;
bile
the villains;
cruelty; cruel;
maliciousness;
malignity, malice
(negative); evil
deed; incapable of
compassion

malice / kindness; Ill-treatment
malicious / just;
Malevolence
malicious / enemy Evil
Curse
Dishonesty
Enmity
Misdeed
Craftiness
Deceit

Goodness
Benevolence
Good
Good action

medical,
medicable,

a medicine;
medication;
ointments, drugs;
surgeon, chemist,
to heal, healing;
diet (medical);
hygiene;
prophylaxis;
treatment, to treat,
curative; to
operate; operation;
healer; barber;
surgeon

bad action in
general; ill will

mistrustful; to
mistrust

suspicion, to
suspect; distrust,
to distrust; to
avoid ; avoidance

Body
Health
Illness

misdeed / kind
deed

Ill-treatment
Malevolence
Evil
Curse
Malice
Deceit
Slander

Good action
Help
Gift

mistrust / trust

Prudence
Perspicacity
Fear
Doubt

Trust
Blindness

gold; silver; oak
wood, boxwood,
stone, pebble;
pearls; gems

Melancholy

mood; humour

Memory

all that is related
to memory,
recollection, to
memory lapse

melancholic

to be bored with
life; accidie;
lassitude;
boredom;
depression; to be
depressed

black bile

Sadness
Regret
Mood
Detachment
Madness
Despair
Displeasure
Dissatisfaction

to look back; to
remember,
remembrance; to
recall; to recall the
past, recollection;
to forget; oblivion

to lose one’s
memory;
remember sth. or
sb.

Time
Heritage
Tradition
Permanence
Impermanence

Scorn

scornful

disdain; to
disdain; to
despise, contempt,
contemptuous,

Worthiness

worthy

to be worthy, the
merits, merit,
deserving

to have merit

to know one’s
limits; not to
overstep the
boundaries

Moderation

sense of
moderate
proportion;
respect of the just
mean, attitude of
balance and
restraint; selfimposed
restriction

mediocritas;
temperance; levelheadedness;
equanimity;
equanimity;
limits, borders,
boundaries;
restraint; reserve;
chastity; modesty;
equilibrium; just
mean; continence;
frugality

Profession

everything

trade; craft; task;

professional,

moderation /
immoderation;
moderation /
excess

Fulfilment

Pride
Dishonour
Opprobrium
Affront
Dignity

Respect
Esteem
Honour

Honour
Quality
Virtue

Vileness
Defect/Defects

Control
Economy
Quality
Wisdom
Prudence
Silence
Discomfort
Humility
Rennunciation

Excess

Medicine

Idleness

shopkeeper;

concerning work;
names of
professions

professionality,
professionalism

artisan; repairer
(of objects); work;
labour; employee;
to work

Justice
Function
Servitude
Action
Effort
Chance
Luck

Miracle

opposed to reality; miraculous
a supernatural or
extraordinary
event that cannot
be explained by
reason or
reasoning; ‘event
that breaks the
laws of nature’

marvellous;
wonder;
miraculously
cured; strange;
unexpected;
supernatural;
inexplicable

Mount

transport animals, to mount
features, values
and status
attached to them

horseman; saddle;
pack saddle; reins;
harness,
harnessed; stirrup;
shoed, hooves;
seat; horse-riding;
ride

sentencing a man
to ride backwords,
holding a horse-s
tail is a sing of
dishonour

Fauna
Animal
Social status
Hierarchy
Travel

Death

only physical or
to die, deadly,
material and what dead
is related to it

loss; end; funeral;
mourning; coffin;
grave; cemetery;
funeral; burial;
burying; shrine;
inhumation; to
inter; sepulchre;
mausoleum;
corpse; deceased;
to pass away

Laying in the
death / life
coffin; end of life;
dust; earth of the
tomb; end of life;
dust; the earth of
the grave;
preparation to
death; to dig the
grave; to erect a
tomb; decay;
ashes

Impermanence
Time
The next world
Destruction
Fall

Movement

what relates to
movement or
absence of
movement

walk; stop; motor;
to go; dynamic;
static

mobile;
movement; to
move; immobile;
mobility,

walk / stop;
Change
immobile /
Action
mobile; movement Travel
/ immobility

trader; merchant;
restaurateur;
innkeeper;
taverner; soldier;
manservant; maid;
stable boy, etc.
Reality
Reason
Reasoning

horse, mule,
bloodstock, mare,
camel, donkey,
stallion

Life
Eternity
This world

immobility
Nature

the group made up natural
of men, fauna,
flora, rivers,
atmospheric
elements and the
four elements

atmospheric
state of nature
elements; the
weather; the land;
plants; animals;
rivers, sea; the
four elements (air,
water, fire, earth)

nature /
cultivation;
wild / cultivation

Man
Fauna
Flora
Elements
Animal

Negligence

lack of care, of
to neglect
attention, careless;
lack of quick
response, of
intellectual
vivacity

careless,
carelessness;
nonchalance;
listlessness; to
dawdle

precaution /
negligence;
attention /
negligence

Laziness
Inconstancy
Imprudence
Ingratitude
Carefreeness

Need

the minimum one
needs; what is
necessary to… or
what is missing

needy; to need;
the needs

necessary;
essential;
indispensable;
needs

essential /
superfluous;
necessary /
superfluous;
indispensable /
superfluous

Poverty (diff.
sense)
Constraint
Duty

Nobility

nobility of spirit;
noble origin

noble

merits related to
the elevation of
sentiments and to
birth; merits that
come from one’s
noble lineage;
grandeur; titles;
excellency;
aristocracy

nobility / baseness Lineage
Hierarchy
Quality
Virtue
Honour
Worthiness
Social status
Dignity

Proper names

exclusively
people’s names

to name

anonymous,
anonymity;
surname; name;
Christian name;
given name;
nickname; the
seal; the signature;

wind; clouds;
mist; spring;
fountain; rain;
snow; sand; clay

Prudence
Diligence
Constancy

Vileness
Dishonour

Aaron; Alexander;
Satan; Hermes;
God; Socrates;
Diogenes

to call
Inefficiency

ineffective;
senseless

Obedience
Obstacle

inefficient

nothing;
nothingness; zero;
uselessness;
useless;
ineffective;
insignificant,
insignificance

to obey; obedient
what stands in the
way of someone’s
success

Idleness

hindrance; pitfall;
chains; ordeal, to
have difficulties;
difficulty,
problems;
trouble ;
inconvenient; risk;
pit; trap
idle

Opinion

opportune;
opportunist

Opprobrium

to be publicly
shamed; public
shame inflicted on
someone who is
blamed for his
decline, his
disgrace

Order

order of things;

ordered

Vanity
Absurdity
Failure
Balance

Efficiency
Benefit

obedience /
disobedience

Submission

Disobedience
Confrontation

Danger
Failure
Adversity
Misfortune

Help

Laziness
Diversion

Effort
Profession
Action

to put to the test;
to overcome the
difficulties; to
overcome
obstacles

lack of anything to idleness, mother
do, to be at a loose and root of all
end
vices
opinion;
agreement;
disagreement

Opportunity

ineffectiveness /
effectiveness;
usefulness /
uselessness

occasion; luck

Agreement/
disagreement
to seize the
opportunity; to
seize one’s chance

blame;
to cover sb. with
reprobation;
shame, with
criticism; reprove; orpprobrium
to criticise; to
blame ; to shame,
embarrass sb.

opprobrium /
shame

stability; order;

order /disorder;

to order things

Incompatibility;
Confrontation
Luck
Chance

Obstacle
Misfortune

Dishonour
Affront
Judgment
Reproach
Scorn

Praise
Esteem
Respect
Honour

Disorder

obedience to God

social order

stability /
instability

Pride

positive and
negative

proud

to feel proud, Selfimportance;
pretension; morgue;
haughtiness; vanity;
to brag; braggart, to
boast; show-off,
affected; pride;
proud

Origin

first start

original

birth; beginning;
foundation;
source; essence;
provenance;
fatherland

Peace

all sorts of peace

to appease;
appeasing,
peaceful,
peacefulness

Paradise

Vanity (another
sense)
Dignity
Behaviour
Vice
Virtue
Honour

Humility

roots

Beginning
Place(s)

Purpose

calm; to calm;
tranquillity;
calmness,
serenity; to calm
down; peace; rest

peace of mind; the peace / war;
peace of the soul; tranquillity /
peace pact
anxiety

Alliance
Union
Conciliation
Harmony
Relief

Confrontation
Concern
Violence

paradisiacal

heavenly

the garden of
paradise / hell
Eden; to win a
ticket to paradise;
paradise on earth

Place(s)
The next world

Hell

Pardon

pardonable

forgiveness; to
forgive;
absolution

Magnanimity
Benevolence
Compassion
Generosity
Redemption

Vengeance
Condemnation

Laziness

lazy

accidie;
procrastination

laziness / effort

Idleness
Negligence
Melancholy
Fault
Vice

Diligence
Effort

speechful,

to speak, the

say / do;

Discourse

Silence

Speech

speaking; oral

pride / humility

God’s word;

empty words;

expression versus speeching, to
written texts and speechify
actions

spoken word; oral; freedom of
to say; statements; speech; to speak
discourse; words;
language;
languages;
verbiage; account;
to chatter; to chat;
chit-chat; gossip

speech / thought;
speech / silence;
to speak / to keep
silent;
speech / action

Patience

quality

patient

to be patient
perseverance;
endurance;
resistance

patience /
impatience

Poverty

lack of material
resources

to impoverish,
impoverished,
impoverishment;
poor

poor; destitution,
destitute ;
indigence,
indigent; needy
people; naked;
precarity

material poverty /
moral poverty;
Poverty / richness;
Impoverishment /
enrichment

Inclination

strong impulse
inclined
towards sth. or sb.

disposition;
tendency; to tend
to

Perdition

meaning limited
to religious
context

perditious

spiritual ruin;
damnation; to
damn oneself; to
sell one’s soul to
the Devil

Permanence

the quality of
being permanent,
of not changing

permanent

perpetuate;
immutable,
immutability,
durable;
persistent,
persistence;

perseverance in
wisdom

Action
Writing

tempting speech;
verba volant

Constancy
Tolerance

Impatience

Job

Need
Vileness
Weakness
Impotence
Fall

Wealth

Attraction
Intention
Desire
Temptation
Will
To be on the road
to perdition

Bad inclination;
good inclination

Loss (different
Redemption
sense)
Hell
Condemnation
(different register)
This world
Decline
permanence /
fugacity;
irreversibility /
reversibility;
immutability /
mutability

Eternity
Time

Impermanence
Change

durability
Perfection

complete
achievement

Perspicacity

clear-sightedness, perspicacious
pertinence of
judgment

clear-sightedness,
clear-sighted;
discernment;
sagacity; lucidity

Loss

different sense
to lose
from perdition : to
be lacking

taking away; to
take away; to
subtract; removal,
to remove; lack, to
lack;
insufficiency;
absence;
privation;
deprivation; to
deprive; to
confiscate;
confiscation

People

political,
economic, social
and demographic
entity

to populate
population,
populating,
popular,
popularity;
settlement;
masses;
everybody

the people’s love
for their Prince /
the Prince’s love
for their people

Fear

to have fear, to be
gripped by fear; to
frighten; to scare

terror; horror, to
terrify; fright, to
frighten; to fear;
fear; to dread;
dreadful; to
terrorise;

fear of the king, of
the prince, of the
master, of God

Philosophy

perfect

peopleless; to
people

to philosophise,

ideal; saint,
sanctity;
completeness

a fearless and
irreproachable
knight

Quality
Virtue
Beauty
Good

Defect/Defects
Vice

Prudence
Common sense
Understanding
Reason

Blindness

gain / loss

Perdition
(different sense);
Need
Death
Destruction
Damage

Benefit
Possession

people / prince
popular /
unpopular

Subject
Social status
Hierarchy
Classification

Sovereign

Cowardice
Prudence

Courage

Wisdom

Ignorance

divine perfection

the fear of
authority;
the fear of
punishment

philosopher,
philosophical
Pleasure

physical and
spiritual pleasure

Science
Ethics

pleasant

enjoyment; to
enjoy pleasures;
well-being;
comfort;
comfortable;
contentment

possible

feasible

the dangers of
pleasure; the
pleasures of the
flesh

pleasure /
knowledge;
pleasure /
displeasure

Diversion
Happiness
Sexuality
Concupiscence
Satisfaction
Fulfilment

Displeasure
Torment

possible /
impossible;
feasible /
unfeasible

Power
Opportunity

Impotence

the pleasure of
learning; the joys
of love

Poison
Possibility

Power

(for someone) to to empower
have the power to
do, to decide, to
command; signs
and attributes of
power

authority; power,
powerful;
hegemony;
domination, to
dominate;
preponderance,
supremacy;
strength; titles

sceptre; crown;
throne; mount;
strong man;
the exercise of
power

power /
impotence; power
/ duty; fair power /
dangerous power

Tyranny
Impotence
Sovereign
Weakness
Violence
Law (civil)
Law (religious)
Government
Honour
Force
Privilege/privileges

Concern

thought, feeling,
considerations
running through
one’s mind

concerned

worried, worry;
obsession

to worry

concern /
carefreeness

Torment
Sadness

Evidence

evidential,
evidentiality

to authenticate,
authentication; to
certify,
certification; to
prove, probation

to give evidence :
to prove oneself;
to provide
evidence

Privilege/
privileges

privileged, to
privilege

favour, favours, to
favour, favourite;
prerogatives;
decoration; medal;

the power of
peoples; royal
power; political
power; lord;
majesty; sir

Carefreeness
Relief

To witness
Certitude
Justice

Power
Honour
Benefit
Possession

Exclusion
Dishonour

royal favour

award; distinction;
advantage
awarded by favour
or generosity
prodigal

Worthiness
Payment
Gift

Prodigality

(negative)

Prudence

warning;
prudent
to anticipate
trouble; to predict
danger; to avoid
villains, to avoid
evil

precaution,
cautious;
prevision, to
protect oneself;
vigilance, to be
vigilant;
circumspection; to
be careful;
protection, to
protect oneself;
foresight; to flee,
to run away,
escape;
circumspection; to
beware; keep
oneself from; be
careful not to;
protection; to
protect oneself;
foresight

take precautions;
to watch over; to
be careful; to pay
attention to

Purity

literal and
pure; to purify ;
figurative : moral purification
purity ; purity of
mind; ritual purity

chastity, chaste;
virginity, virgin;
salubrity;
cleanness, clean

Quality

(positive) as
opposed to

qualities;
qualification; to

squander; to
squander, lavish,
to lavish,
lavishness

prodigality /
liberality
Prodigality /
generosity

Generosity
Charity
Good action
Defect/Defects
Imprudence

Greed
Cupidity
Moderation
Control

prudence /
imprudence

Wisdom
Common sense
Reflection
Perspicacity
Moderation
Security

Imprudence

a pure heart; the
purity / impurity
purity of the heart;
pure water

Body
Soul
Law (religious)
Asceticism
Innocene
Perfection

Impurity
Fault

divine dignities
(=qualities)

Virtue
Value

Defect/Defects
Fault

moral or material
quality: beauty,

Defect; moral or
material quality

qualify

Quantification

physical
measurement;
everything
relating to
quantity

quantity; to
quantify

Search

to search outside searchful,
oneself; to have a searching
purpose; to pursue
a goal, an aim; to
conduct research

To seek, to search
out; to inquire, to
inquire oneself,
inquire; to ask
questions, to
question, to
demand; quest;
introspection; selfscrutiny

Reason

the exercise of
reason

to reason ;
reasonable;

judgment; mind

Reasoning

ability to argue;
considering
arguments; good
or bad solution to
a problem with a
question

to reason;
reasonable; the
rationale

logic;
argumentation;
arguments;
principles; tenets,
rhetoric; to treat a
question; to

to gauge, to
weigh, to
measure; size;
weight; the whole;
everything; part,
piece; plenty;
little; group; big,
small; heavy,
light; to compare :
superiority,
inferiority;
growth, to grow;
multiplicity;
number; to count;
to calculate
to be in search of;
to search inside
oneself; spiritual
search; “spiritual
seekers”

Quantification
Competence
Worthiness
Perfection

solidity, goodness

Abundance
Equality
Value
Judgment
Classification

units of
measurement :
ocque, are, metre;
dozen

Reflection
Purpose
Action

reason / unreason; Common sense
reason / desire;
Reflection
reason / feelings Reasoning
Discourse
Reflection
Understanding
Causes and effects
Reason
Control

Laziness
Detachment

successful search /
unsuccessful
search; the quest
for the Holy
Grail; in search of
the Holy Grail

Madness
Heart

the importance of
reason
articulated thought

develop an
argument;
problem; question;
contradiction;
dispute;
disputatio;
solution;
resolution;
conclusion;
results: to solve
the enigma
Reality

real; realisation;
realities; realistic

concrete; to make
sth. a reality;
concrete
manifestation

reciprocal

correspondence,
to correspond;
symmetrical,
symmetry; to
return; to share

Acknowledgement to recognise sb.

to acknowledge,

agnition;
anagnorisis;
identification, to
identify; to
recognise oneself;
identity

Redemption

deliverance from
sin; active and
external vis-à-vis
repentance and
mending one’s
ways

to redeem; the
redeemer

remission;
recovery of one’s
faith; deliverance;
to atone; to
expiate
regeneration

Reflection

to analyse the

to reflect, reflector to think, to think

Reciprocity

shared common
interest; shared
common feeling

Relation

reality / intention;
reality / illusion;
reality / deceit;
reality / falseness
reality /
appearance
to be rewarded;
mirror;
heart=someone
else’s mirror

Truth
Intention
Possibility
Certitude

Dream
Falsity
Deceit
Appearance
Miracle

Help
Union
Alliance
The others
Relation

Ingratitude
Egotism

Gratitude (diff.
sense)
Ressemblance

to think well

redemption /
damnation;
redemption /
perdition

Repentance
To mend one’s
way
God
Faith
Pardon
Salvation

Perdition
Condemnation
Punishment

well-considered /

Mind

Ignorance

mutual love;
mutual friendship;
shared enmity

situation; all sorts
of reflection;
Considering pros
and cons;
examination of
one’s own
thoughts

over, to examine,
to consider, to
balance; to
analyse, analysis,
to meditate,
meditation,
introspection; to
ponder

before doing sth;

Regret

regret (general);
to regret,
sadness caused by regretful,
absence, failure to regretfulness
fulfil a wish or a
purpose

nostalgia

to show signs of
regret; to blame
oneself, to feel
bad about sth.

Relation

link between two
or several entities,
between concepts;
relation in itself

links, connection;
to link

Remorse

exclusively moral: Remorseful,
regret of one’s
remorsefulness
own wrongdoings

Payment

exclusively
to pay, paid, pay, salary, wages;
material; material to repay, payment material reward,
compensation
to settle

Renunciation

to accept, to be
to renounce
content with the
nature of things,
to resign yourself,
to give up

abdication;
resignation; to
resign yourself to
sth; to abandon; to
sacrifice sth.

Reparation

compensation for
harm ; moral or
material
compensation for
damage; to make

compensation, to
compensate,
reparation
(material)

Interrelation, to
relate, to
interrelate,
relative, relating,
related

reparative

ill-considered

Common sense
Blindness
Understanding
Madness
Reason Reasoning
Search
Perspicacity

Melancholy
Remorse
Sadness
Bemoaning
Dissatisfaction

Fulfilment
Satisfaction

Alliance
Causes and effects
Reciprocity
Reasoning
Equality

remuneration
(material) /
recompense
(moral)

an eye for an eye;
a tooth for a tooth;
lex talionis; the
way of fixing,
repairing the

relation of cause
and effect

Regret
Guilt
Repentance

To men one’s way
Redemption

Retribution
Transaction
Privilege

Gift

Detachment
Asceticism
Separation

Dissatisfaction

Payment
Retribution
Punishment

to regret the past

to renounce the
riches and honours
of the world

up for
Repentance

world Tikkun
Olam
to repent,
repentful

to regret; contrition;
expiation, to
expiate; to atone for
sth.; conversion (in
the Jewish world
teschuva); penitent,
penitence

act of contrition;
to wear sackcloth
and ashes; to do
penitence

Reproach

a criticism made
to someone with
whom one has a
relation ; words
said to someone,
expression
discontent towards
his attitude or his
action

to reproach,
reproacher,
reproachable,
reproachful,
reproachfulness

criticism;
reprimand

beyond repraoch

Respect

reference to
wisdom, the
elderly, the
authority, the rules

to respect,
respectable,
respectful,
respectfulness

deference;
consideration

signs of respect

to resemble,

similar, similarity,
likeness

Resemblance

Resentment

to bear a grudge
resentful,
against sb., feeling resentfulness
of anger caused by
somebody’s action
or attitude

rancour; hostility;
grudge;
prosecution and
punishment

reprehensible /
irreproachable

similar /
dissimilar;
resemblance /
dissemblance;
resemblance /
difference

Remorse
Regrets
Redemption
To mend one’s
way
Reparation

Perdition
Obstinacy

Admonition
Opprobrium
Judgement
Condemnation

Praise
Flattery

reprobation of a
friend; reproaches
between lovers
knight without
fear and beyond
reproach

Education
Hierarchy
Esteem
Law (religious)
Law (civil)
Obedience
Propriety

Scorn
Transgression

the respect of
masters; the
respect of parents;
the respect of the
law

Acknowledgement Difference
Appearance

Anger
Aversion
Enmity
Disappointment
Vengeance

Pardon
Magnanimity

Heart
Restriction

limits imposed
from outside

to restrict;
limit, to limit; to
restrictive;
decrease ;
restricted, restraint decrease

Measure
Distance
Exclusion
Obstacle
Constraint
Interdiction

Excess
Freedom

Retribution

exclusively moral retributive
and positive

reward, to reward;
prize

retribution /
punishment;
retribution /
remuneration or
payment

Payment
Reparation
Benefit

Punishment
Perdition

heavenly reward

Revelation

uncovering a
to reveal,
secret, unlocking a revealing
mystery, the secret
sense; certain uses
either religious or
related to
initiation rites

confession; to
confess; to
unmask, to
uncover, to lay
bare sth., to
unveil, unveiling;
initiation

to reveal / hide;
Learning
revelation / secret Confidence
Speech
Denunciation
Confession

Secret
Silence

the book of
revelation; the
truth revealed

Wealth

moral and
material wealth

wealthy

treasure, rich, to
get wealthy, to
become wealthy

material wealth / Possession
spiritual wealth;
Goodness
wealth / poverty;
enrichment /
impoverishment;
moral richness /
baseness, vileness

Poverty
Vileness

Craftiness

negative and
positive

crafty

cunning; sly, to
show cunning;
trick; craftiness ;
artful, artfulness
(positive),
shrewdness,
cleverness; skill;
dexterity, artifice

Sacrifice

exclusively
concrete

to sacrifice,
sacrificed,

martyr, to martyr

Malice
Competence
Perspicacity
Prudence
Deceit
Falsity
Curiosity
scapegoat

Victim
Religion

Stupidity
Blindness
Sincerity

ritual sacrifice:
binding of Isaac;

scarifying,
sacrificial

expiatory sacrifice

Wisdom

wisdom for the
sake of wisdom;
the acquisition of
knowledge that
leads to wisdom

wise

sage, the Sage,
knowledge

Salvation

the saving of the
soul

to save; saver

absolution

To mend one’s
way

improvement of
oneself; moral
rectification of
oneself

mending, mender

To improve; to
to amend one’s
remedy; to rectify, behaviour, one’s
one’s own
conduct
rectification

Health

mental and
physical health;
bodily integrity

healthy

body care,
hygiene,

Satan

personification of
evil

satanical

the evil one; the
devil, devilish;
demon,
demoniacal

Satisfaction

to be content with to satisfy,
what one has; to
satisfied,
be satisfied with
satisfying
one’s fate

to be satisfied
with sth
contentment, to
content yourself
with sth.; to
accept one’s fate,

path to salvation

wisdom /
knowledge

Science
Knowledge
Learning
Philosophy
Search
Reflection
Reason
Ethics

Stupidity
Ignorance
Blindness
Madness

wise government

salvation /
perdition

Soul
Redemption
Retribution

Perdition
Condemnation
Punishment
Hell

to save oneself

Repentance
Regret
Remorse
Improvement
Salvation
Redemption

Deterioration
Perdition
Condemnation

Body
Medicine
Reason

Illness
Madness
Defect/Defects

Evil
Misdeed
Malice
Hell
Perdition
Torment

Perfection
God
Paradise
Good

Bliss
Renunciation
Moderation
Wealth
Fulfilment

Dissatisfaction
Envy
Desire
Cupidity
Concupiscence
Regret

health / illness;
good health / bad
health
Antichrist

satisfaction /
resignation;
satisfaction /
envy;
satisfaction /
desire

accepting one’s
fate; to be
satisfied, satisfied;
to be sated; to
sate; plenitude;
self-fulfilment;
satiety
Science

knowledge
acquired through
study

knowledge,
knowledgeable;
science

search for
knowledge

to hide; to
disguise, to
dissemble,
dissimulation;
mystery/ies; to
conceal,
concealment; to
keep sth. secret;
clandestine,
clandestinity; the
secret character of
sth.; enigma;
enigmatic

Secret

secrecy

Security

to secure, secured, safety; guarantee;
securing
to guarantee;
protection, to
protect

The senses

everything related to sense,
taste, to taste
to the five senses sensation; sensual; something; sight,
sensuality, sensory seen, to see;
hearing, to hear;
smell, to smell; to
touch, touch;

Education
Learning
Wisdom
Philosophy
Search
Competence
Knowledge

Ignorance
Stupidity

to be wrapped up secret /
in secrecy; to hold uncovering;
one’s tongue; to
secret / revelation
keep sth. a secret,;
to swear secrecy

Silence
Restriction
Moderation
Control

Confidence
Revelation
Denunciation
Speech
Confession
Communication
To witness

to feel safe

Prudence
Trust
Help

Danger
Imprudence

blinded by the
senses; the eye did
not get blind, the
heart did

knowledge /
wisdom;
knowledge /
ignorance

security /
insecurity

Pleasure;
Sexuality;
Body

the pleasure of the
senses

perception
Separation

breaking up a
relation

to separate

to part, absence;
desertion; breakup ; to exile;
discord; divorce;
to repudiate;
repudiation

Servitude

servile condition;
the condition of
the serf, the
servant

to serve, servile,
servitude; serf

slavery; to
enslave;
subjugation;
subjection, to
subject, serf;
serfdom; serfage;
labour; exploited

severe

rigour; harshness;
implacable,
strictness,
sternness

sexual; sex
(sexual organs)

mating of two
bodies; carnal
love; carnal
relations; physical
love

Severity

Sexuality

physical relation,
sexual (neutral or
positive)

Silence

be quiet and listen silent, to silence, to keep silent; to
(positive and
silenced, silencing listen; discreet;
negative)
discretion;
reserve; reserved

servitude / liberty

Love
The senses
Pleasure
Fulfilment
Marriage
Fertility
to listen to; to pay silence / speech
attention; to keep
silent

Exclusion
Asceticism
Renunciation
Detachment
Distance (another
sense)
Wandering

Alliance
Marriage
Company
Society
Friendship
Love

Function
Slave
Subject
Constraint
Profession
Obedience
Social status

Freedom
Disobedience

Reproach
Condemnation
Admonition
Judgment
Justice
Interdiction
Education

Magnanimity
Weakness
Compassion
Benevolence

Asceticism
Renunciation
Detachment
Concupiscence

Secret
Prudence
Judgment
Learning
Reflection
Control

Speech
Revelation
Denunciation
Confession
Confidence
To witness

a wise man’s
silence; silence is
the ornament of
the ignorant
“let a fool hold his
tongue and he will
pass for a sage.”
“No one betrays

himself by
silence.”
Sincerity

sincere

bona fides;
frankness, frank

good intentions /
bad intentions;
sincerity /
insincerity;
sincerity /
hypocrisy

Fidelity
Truth
Honesty
Quality
Confession
Ethics
Virtue

Falsity
Flattery
Craftiness
Deceit
Dishonesty

Society

social, sociable,
sociability

circle; social
context; social
class; social
relations; living in
society; society
events; public life;
societies

private life /
public life;
life in society /
society life;
individual /
society

This world
Social status
Company
People
Man

Detachment
Separation
Exclusion
Solitude
Distance
Oneself

Selfish,
selfishness

I, me; subject;
subjectivity,
subjective;
individual; person

one / the others;
individual /
society

Egotism
Subject (another
sense)

The others
Society

isolation; feeling
of absence or of
lack, alone; on
one’s own

Separation
Exclusion
Distant
Asceticism

Company
Society

Help
Charity
Search

Satisfaction

Falsity
This world
Deceit
Appearance

Reality
Truth

Oneself

subject in the
sense of Ego;
subjectivity

Solitude

self-exclusion,
chosen or imposed

Request

to ask sth. to sb.

to request,
requester

Seeking help,
advice; appeal,
prayer, to pray;
supplication, to
beseech; to
demand, demand;
to claim, claim

Dream

everything related to dream;
to dreaming and
dreaming,
sleeping
dreamer

reverie; to dream;
dreaming; the
interpretation of
dreams; sleep; to

illusion / reality;
illusion / truth

life is a dream

imagine,
imagination;
illusion; to sleep,
asleep;
daydreaming
Relief

moral; to take a
weight off your
mind; to relieve
one’s soul

to relieve

> esp. espaciar ;
espacia-miento ;
to alleviate ; to
soothe

Submission

in the sense of
compliance and
consent

submissive, to
submit

allegiance

to pass under the
yoke; to go under
the caudine forks;
to surrender; to
knuckle under

Sovereign

as a ruler and a
governor

sovereignty

prince, king,
emperor; lord,
sultan; royalty;
chief; governor;
reign, to reign;
kingdom;
hierarch

the Lion; the
prince is like the
fire

Social status

neutral; civil or
marital status

Success

to succeed; to
reach ; to achieve,
to achieve a goal;
social
acknowledgment

Concern
Deterioration
Torment
Displeasure

Servitude
Obedience
Renunciation

Disobedience
Confrontation

prince / people;
Government
king / people; king Power
/ subjects; lord /
Tyranny
vassal;
the people’s love
for their Prince /
the Prince’s love
for their people

single; widow,
widower; orphan;
married; fiancé;
divorced

successful

Improvement
Peace
Pleasure

People
Subject

Society
Lineage
Classification
Ascent
Woman
Marriage
Hierarchy
success / failure

Victory
Efficiency
Competence

Failure

Subject

= a person
subjected or
governed

To witness

Time

time that elapses;
time that has
elapsed

subjected,
subjection

vassal; members
of the people; the
king’s subjects

witness,

account, to testify,
to certify, to
authenticate

Justice
Truth
Revelation
Denunciation
Discourse

temporal,
temporality

time, to last;
To be late, early;
elapsed, present, before; after
future; yesterday,
today, tomorrow;
early, late;
moment, hour;
season; noon,
evening, night,
morning; date;
century; month;
year; week; day;
minute; longevity;
brevity; slowness;
quickness; to
delay

Epoch
Permanence
Impermanence
Eternity
Diligence
Memory

Temptation

tentatio; to tempt; putting sb. to the
tempting, the
test, test
tempter

Tolerance

tolerant, to
tolerate

understanding,
accepting the
difference

to torment,
tormented

suffering, to
suffer; sore; pain;
torture, tortured;
torture victim;

Torment

physical or
emotional pain
that is borne

vassal / lord;
Servitude
subject / sovereign Oneself
Submission
People

Satan; the serpent;
the apple

Sovereign
Government

Secret
Silence

Inclination
Desir
Intention
Weakness
tolerant /
untolerant

Job put to the test;
the temptation of
Saint Anthony

The others
Benevolence
Magnanimity

Aversion
Tyranny
Enmity

Ill-treatment
Illness
Body
Sadness

Pleasure
Relief

thirst and hunger;
deprived of care,
of food; unhappy
love; the pangs of
love; to endure
Tradition

transmission from traditional;
generation to
traditions
generation; links
in the
transmission

Treason

treasonable

Transaction(s)

commercial,
financial or
business exchange

Transgression

to transgress a
commandment, a
religious rule, a
law

to transgress

Concern (another
sense)
Violence
Displeasure

custom; the habits
and customs;
heritage from
ancestors

contrary to
tradition / in
accordance with
tradition

Habit
Lineage
Heritage
Memory

Change
Innovation

to betray, traitor, to stab sb. in the
treachery; perfidy, back
betrayer;
disloyalty,
disloyal;
unfaithful,
unfaithfulness

disloyal / loyal;
unfaithfulness /
faithfulness

Deceit
Falsity
Confrontation
Enmity
Craftiness

Fidelity
Sincerity
Commitment

to strike a deal; to
bargain; trade,
trader; merchant;
financier,
negotiations,
sales;
payer le prix;
ransom, to
ransom; contract;
redemption, to
redeem; the
redemption of
captives;
liberation

Conciliation
Payment
Action
Benefit
Alliance
Commitment

blasphemy, to
blaspheme;
profane speaking
of God or religion;
breach of the law,
of forbidden

Disobedience
Law (religious)
Law (civil)
Fault

breach of contract;
paying off a debt;
the ransoming of
captives;
to enfranchise a
slave

Respect
Obedience
Faith
Purity

things; impious;
impiety
Sadness

sad; to sadden,
saddening,
saddened

affliction,
afflicted; sorrow,
grief; to cry; to
sigh; to moan; to
wail; whining

sadness / joy;
sadness /
happiness
to cry / to laugh

Torment
Melancholy
Regret
Concern

Happiness
Diversion

lie/truth;

Falsity
Dishonesty
Craftiness
Malice
Misdeed
Illusion
Dream
Appearance
Treason
Flattery

Truth
Reality
Honesty
Sincerity

Justice
Law (civil)
Harmony

Deceit

breach of
confidence

to deceive,
deceived,
deceiving,
deceptive,
deception

to fool sb.; to
dupe, trickery; to
swindle; swindler;
to lie, lie;
imposture; the
usurpation of a
title or of
somebody’s
identity; to cheat,
a cheat; fraud,
fraudster;
deception; illusion

Tyranny

negative form of
exercising power

tyrant, to
tyrannise,
tyrannical

despotism;
oppression, to
oppress;
usurpation of
power; abuse of
power;

Power
Violence
Government
Sovereign
Constraint
Ill-treatment
Injustice
Transgression

One

unique

God
Oneself
Universality

united, to unite

community;
people united
together;
colleague;
collegiality;
conviviality;

Oneness

Union

link created by
common interest,
purpose or sense
of belonging;
sense of
belonging; link

the union of two
hearts; there is
strength in unity

union /disunion

Sexuality
Heart
Alliance
Marriage
Commitment
Company

Separation
Destruction
Confrontation
Solitude

to extort from
power

between people
forming a group; a
confederation of
people
Universality

togetherness;
mate; partner;
accomplice;
complicity
universal

Value

respective value
of things

Values

social values; the
values of the
nobility

Vanity

the vanity of the
world

to value

Oneness
Restriction
to evaluate,
evaluation; price;
to estimate,
estimation; to
compare,
comparative,
comparison

to judge / to
evaluate

Judgment
Quality
Quantification
Equality

Quality
Nobility
Honour
Courage
Lineage
Virtue
vain

Vengeance

Truth

Family
Friendship
Relation (another
sense)

futility, futile;
empty;
superficiality,
superficial;
useless,
uselessness

the bonfire of
vanities; vanity of
vanity, all is
vanity

to revenge, to
avenge; revenge
reprisal ;

true; truthful,
truthfulness

authentic, real;
authenticity;
veracity; right;
accurateness;
exactitude; exact;

truth / lie;
truth / illusion;
truth / appearance;
truth / deceit

Inefficiency
Pride
This world
Appearance
Dream

Humility
Detachment

Confrontation
Enmity
Retribution
Punishment
Resentment

Pardon
Magnanimity

Sincerity
Reality
Justice
To witness
Honesty

Appearance
Falsity
Deceit
Error
Blindness

accurate
Virtue

Vice

virtuous, moral
behaviour

virtue ; virtues ;
virtuous

a man of
the straight path; virtue / virtues
principle, virtuous choosing the right virtue / vice
way: la diritta via

the vices; vicious

Victim

prey, hostage;
subjected to
persecution;
martyr;
martyrdom

Victory

victorious

Life

vital, vitality, to
live

Quality (another
sense)
Honour
Behaviour
Worthiness
Honesty
Salvation
Perfection
Purity
Innocence

Vices
Fault
Defect/Defects

Virtue
Perfection
Purity
Innocence

game, alcohol, lust

Success
Confrontation

Failure

to triumph over
evil;
military victory

This world
Body
Health
Medicine

Death
Illness

idleness, mother
of vices

vice / virtue

Fault
Defect/Defects
Perdition
Excess

scapegoat; the
expiatory victim

victim / torturer

Sacrifice
Ill-treatment;
Violence

to win; conquest,
to conquest;
triumph, to
triumph
to live / to die;
life / death

Violence

the deliberate
exercise of
physical force
against a person;
lack of
compassion

Theft

Will

Travel

violent

rape, to rape; to
to be a victim of
force sb.; physical violence; to fall
aggression;
victim to violence
massacre, to
massacre; to
torture; to extort,
extortion; to kill;
crime; kidnap; to
torment; to be
deprived of care,
of food, of sleep

Destruction
Confrontation
Enmity
Ill-treatment
Tyranny
Power
Theft
Constraint
Strength
Injustice

Benevolence
Magnanimity
Compassion
Tolerance
Justice
Harmony
Peace

to extract a
confession from
sb.

attack to property; thief
the felonious
taking away of the
personal goods of
another

to rob; petty theft;
to steal; extortion,
to extort; looting, to
loot; raid, to raid;
booty, remains; to
seize sth.

Violence
Law (civil)
Transgression
Fault
Dishonesty

Honesty
Gift

extortion of funds,
of goods

inner mental
power used to
control and direct
your actions

to want

willing

to travel, traveller to circulate; to
navigate; to ride,
to go for a ride; to
go on a trip, trip;
to go away; to
return; return;
peregrination(s);
journey;
pilgrimage;
detour; path, to
walk; road; to
escape

the goodwill;
good will / ill will Desire
according to the
Causes and effects
whims of sb.;
Action
goodwill / bad will
Place(s)
Wandering
Mount
Law (religious)
Distance
Separation
Change
Movement

journey to heaven;
Muhammad’s
journey

